### 2003-2004 Shuttle Service Guide

Effective August 18, 2003 Through May 14, 2004

#### HOW TO USE THE SHUTTLE GUIDE:

- **Any ** symbol on the map indicates a shuttle bus stop.
- **Yellow ** is the primary route, and, depending on your color-coded route, use the color-coded routes and map symbols **Purple ** and **Green **.
- **A ** symbol on any of the route indicies that indicates that particular bus stop has a published departure time. Departure times are shown above under the color-coded route column by stop name. Use this time to plan your transportation agenda. To figure a departure time at any ** symbol, estimate the time between two published ** symbols on the route you wish to ride.

#### General Shuttle Information:

**Notice:**
- Shuttles operate Monday - Friday 6:30am - 6:30pm.
- Access from the 9002 lot (Yellow Route), 9004, 9007 & 9005 lots (Orange Route), 9008 lot (Mauve Route) is restricted to permit holders and University affiliated area residents with a "courtesy" pass. (No guarantee of courtesy pass offering is made.)
- There is no shuttle service on University holiday's and during "courtesy" pass. (No guarantee of courtesy pass offering is made.)
- Items found on vehicles are taken to the University Police Lost and Found.
- Motorist Assist Program: 621-AUTO
- University Police: 621-UAPD
- University Parking Permit Office: 626-PARK

---

**Guidelines**

- Vehicles stop at designated shuttle stops only.
- As your destination stop approaches, inform the driver of your desire to disembark by saying, "Next stop, please."
- No smoking, eating, or drinking on board the vehicle.
- Animals are not allowed on shuttles except seeing-eye, hearing-aid and service dogs.
- Please note the reserved right to refuse service to anyone exhibiting belligerent behavior or not observing these guidelines.

**Lost and Found**

Items found on vehicles are taken to the University Police (621-UAPD) at the end of the day.

**Mobility-Impaired**

All vehicles are wheelchair-accessible. Disabled individuals in wheelchairs, with walkers, and/or with seriously reduced mobility may use the lift on those vehicles so equipped.

**Shuttles are accessible to the disabled.**